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***** Print on Demand *****. An excerpt from the PREFACE: The series of which this volume is the
third may be said to have three objects: First, to teach the history of our literature in a rational and
orderly manner; second, to illuminate the history of England by exhibiting the thoughts of its men
of letters in their own words; and, third, to display, as if in a gallery, some specimens of the
inheritance into which every English-reading boy and girl has entered. It has been too long the
practice to teach English literature in handbooks which give only the briefest examples, if any, of
the works they profess to describe; and our many excellent school anthologies, from their want of a
definite historical arrangement, and the absence of prose, fail almost entirely to give a connected
view of the development of our language. Now, the history of our literature, falling, as it
undoubtedly does, into a series of well-marked periods of excellence, appears to lend itself
peculiarly to the historical treatment suggested by the word epoch. My general principles of
selection are three - the intrinsic...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 percent of your book. Its been developed in an
exceptionally straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this pdf where in fact transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- Da lton Mer tz
It in a of the most popular ebook. I have got study and i am certain that i am going to likely to read again yet again in the future. I am happy to inform you
that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have study inside my very own life and might be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Alison Sta nton
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